Unigy® Pulse

Integrated and Innovative –
Simplifies hoot, intercom, speaker channels and TV audio for instant trading collaboration across the trade lifecycle — which helps reduce risk and increase compliance.
Unigy® Pulse

The device that ties it all together

Having hoot and intercom for instant trading collaboration has never been easier – or more integrated. Now traders, back and middle office users can have instantaneous and seamless access to each other to keep communications flowing, reduce risk and improve compliance.

Unigy Pulse – the compact device from IPC®, and part of our instant trading collaboration solutions – is “built from the ground up” to support back and middle office personnel using the Unigy platform. It's not only for hoot and intercom, but also for the TV audio and speaker channels required for today’s complex financial environments.

Key benefits include:

• Saves valuable time – no more picking up the PBX phone and dialing
• Speeds up communications – so deals get done faster and more accurately
• Simplifies infrastructure – everything integrated on a single state-of-the-art system

Benefit from ROI:

simplified administration and maintenance

IT managers – along with the CIO and CFO – will like Unigy Pulse as much if not more than the users themselves. Why? Because Pulse provides an immediate return on investment and is a core component of the Unigy platform. You don’t have to add back room hardware to benefit from Pulse’s advantages. In fact, you can eliminate third-party equipment in the back room and at a trader’s desk. Consolidate both system administration and maintenance through a single solution provider and reduce related costs. The savings lets you apply your limited IT resources to other business priorities.
Loaded with features so...

Trading teams can customize for greater productivity

Look at the many advantages built into every Unigy Pulse device:

- 4 or 8 speakers configuration
- Highly extensible touch screen for future apps
- Gigabit Ethernet with pass through for additional device connectivity
- Same integrated, unlimited directories as IPC’s industry-leading Unigy Trading System
- Speaker replay with 20-second playback
- Customizable favorites and speaker channels
- Gooseneck microphone with LED latch indication

IT can unify system management and streamline deployment

Eliminating third-party back room equipment is just the start. Unigy Pulse helps streamline deployments by supporting:

- Power over Ethernet – eliminates need for local power
- Dual Ethernet Ports – so a single Ethernet cable can be shared with the PC or PBX phone
- Reduced Desktop Footprint

Instant trading collaboration is critical in today’s world of more complex, global deals. For instance, enterprise-wide communications that help reduce risk and improve compliance, give IPC a call to learn all the details on equipping your team with the power of Unigy Pulse.
Unigy Pulse

IPC’s Instant Trading Collaboration
In addition to Unigy Pulse, IPC offers these devices for hoot and intercom communications throughout your firm. Select the device that best suits an individual’s work space and needs.

- **IQ/MAX® Touch** – IPC’s newest, state-of-the-art, secure communications device on the Unigy platform. The flexibility of this software-driven, touch-screen communications tool is designed to help users increase productivity by customizing user capabilities to one’s own workflow and speeding up repetitive steps — from personalized snapshots to up to 32 speaker channels, multiple languages, color-coded content to highlight priorities and many other flexible user capabilities.

- **IQ/MAX®** – a communications device designed for users who prefer buttons over a touch screen interface. It features a highly specialized, multi-line, multi-speaker device that gives users power, speed, clarity and control for rapidly changing and competitive markets. IQ/MAX delivers hoot, intercom, TV audio and customizable speaker channel integration – eliminating the need for PBX phones and other intercom vendor equipment that takes up valuable desk space.

- **IQ/MAX® Edge turret** – a compact and economical turret/dealerboard that delivers much of the key functionality of IPC’s industry-leading IQ/MAX turret, including hoot and intercom. It’s ideal for small- and medium-sized firms and for equipping middle and back office support teams with greater functionality than a PBX phone.
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